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ADSTRACT
The concept of a dual labour market is analysed in a lwo-sector general equilibrium
mudcl. The primary sector pays efficiency wages, while there is no connection between
cfficiency and Ihe relative wage level in the secondary sector. The two sectors produce
different guods. Capital is assumed seclor-specific. The results under different conditions in
the labour market (market clearing, minimum wages and levelling of the wage distribution)
are derived anelytically.
Comparative statics are discussed by applying a linearized version of the mudel. The
uutcomes may be used to explain observed differences in wage and employment
Jistributions in the US and Europe.

I. INTRODUCTION

Unemployment records differ significantly across nations or regions.
Whereas the USA experienced an ~employment miracle~ in the eighties
Furupc was stuck with high rates of unemployment. And although it
could be argued that the US economy was less severely hit by adverse
demand and supply shocks this could not be the whole story. The main
factor behind the difference in unemployment records seems to be the
funrtioning of the labour market. For instance, in a macroeconomic
setting one could assume that the European countries have a strong
degree of indexation of wages to consumers' prices (real wage rigidity)

(') The author is grateful to Frederick van der Ploeg, Sweder van Wijnbergen and
Christian Mulder for some helpful discussions. The usual disclaimer of course applies.
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and that thc US has a signi(icant proportion of overlapping nominal
wage contracts (e.g. van de Klundert and van der Ploeg, 1989).
Herc we take a different theoretical route by considering a two-sector
model reflecting the characteristics of a dual labour market. Such an
approach is inspired by the observation that the grow[h of employment
in the US is concentrated in the service sector and consists of low-paid
johs mainly. This would be predicted by a dual labour market model
where the secondary scctor absorbs all workers who do not yualify for
primary sector jobs. If so, there is a shadow side to the ~~employmcnt
miracle~~ in the US in the form of an unequal pay distribution. In
rontrast, institutiona) factors may prevent such a solution of the
unemployment problem in Europe.
The dual labour market theory which has its origin in sociology (e.g.
Doeringer and Piore, 1971; Ashton, 1986) may shed some light on these
issues. The idea of a dual labour market has more recently gained solid
ground in economics by the introduction of a two-sector model with
a union sector and a non-union sector. A brief survey of this approach is
presented in Greenhalgh et al. (1983), Oswald (1985) and Sinclair (1987).
As observed by Akerlof and Yellen (1986) dual labor markets can also be
explained by the assumption that the wage-efficiency nexus is important
in some sectors but not in others. As stated by Dickens and Lang (1988)
there is a renewed interest in the economic theory of a dual labour
market, which may be related to the emergence of efficiency wage
thcories and the formal analysis of union behaviour.
Here we shall explore the duality concept by constructing a two-sector
model which emphasizes the importance of the wage-effort nexus in some
sectors of the economy. Empirical evidence for such a divergence between
industries is presented in Krueger and Summers (1988). The prim~rry
sector pays efficiency wages while firms in the secondary sector consider
the wage rate as given by market forces. In this respect the modcl
resembles that of Bulow and Summers (1986). There are however
important differences. First, the paper by Bulow and Summers builds
upon Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984), who consider the possibility of shirking
in the prim:rry sector as the prime motive for paying ef[-iciency wages.
The present paper assumes that there is a wage-cffort relationship in the
primary sector, which may be based on a combination of factors. Firms
in the primary sector may use wages as a screening device to select the
more able members of the labour force as discussed among othcrs by
Weiss (1980) and Hahn (1987). Or firms in sector I may pay relatively
liigh wages compared with firms in sector 2 to motivate the workers and
to reduce turnover rates as for instance in Stiglitz (1974). The microfoun-
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dations of the wage-effort nexus will here be taken for granted. Second,
[3ulow and Summers tix the marginal product of labour in the secondary
sector, whereas in our model the wage rate in the secondary sector is
a variable of the system. This distinction is of importance for the
explanation of the allocation of labour and structural unemployment.
In earlier formulations of the dual labour market theory the primary
sector is supposed to have some control over the product market. As
argued by Ashton (1986) recent research shows that the link between
imperfect competition in product markets and efficiency wages is not as
dcterministic as suggested by older theories. It may therefore be
legitimate to assume that product markets are competitive as we do herc.
The model could explain the observed facts if duality has become
more profound. For instance, an upgrading of labour requirements in the
primary sector may lead to a loss of primary-sector jobs, a gain in
secondary-sector jobs and a widening of the overall wage dispersion. This
secros typical for the development in the US. However, in Europe there
may be a floor with respect to real wages. Such minimum wage rates
could be set by law or negotiated by labour unions. In the latter case
something has to be said about union behaviour in the primary sector.
Here we will consider two possibilities. First, encompassing unions may
just bargain for a minimum real wage and accept payments in excess of
tliis target in some sectors of the economy. Second, unions may oppose
a large wage dispersion. In this case, which may be called the egalitarian
society, the possibilities to exploit the wage-effort nexus in the primary
sector will be partly frustrated. In both instances the introduction of
cl~(iciency wages causes unemployment because the distributional conseyuences are unacceptable. Such arrangements seem typical for European
economies with strong trade union in(luence.
The organization of the paper is as follows. The general equilibrium
model with a primary and a secondary sector is specified in Section 2.
The sulutiun of the model is discussed in Sectiun 3 with subsections
~lc~'otcd to thc full-employmcnt economy (US), real wage rigidity
(binding minimum wages) and the egalitarian society, where the latter
two cascs are more typical for Europe. Comparative static results are
discussed more fully in Section 4. The paper closes with some conclusions
in Scction 5.
2. A T~4'O-SLC'TOR MODEL WITIt SEGMF.NTED LAUOUR MARKE"rS

lt will be assumed that the economy comprises two sectors with
a qualitatively different output. In both sectors labour is combined with

Th. vun de Klunderr
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a fixed and sector-specific capital stock to produce commodities. Efficiency wages are paid in the primary sector, while in the secondary sector
there is no link between remuneration and efficiency. The wage paid by
primary sector firms must be set against the workers' opportunities,
which may be different for the employed and the unemployed (cf.
Akerlof, 1982; Hahn, 1987; Summers, 1988). In a full-employment
economy the outside opportunities depend on the wages paid by the
secondary sector.
Denoting output by x, employment by C, efticiency by e and capital by
k the production function of sector l reads:
-t~ -f~ ( e~~: k~),

f~ ~ 0,

(2.1)

f~' ~ 0

where f' and f" stand for respectively the first and second derivative of
the production function with respect lo labour expressed in efficiency
units. As argued above, efficiency is positively related to the wagc
differential between sectors. Denoting the nominal wage rate in sector
1 by ~r, and in sector 2 by w2 the ef[iciency function can be written as

e-e

ir,

,

e(0)~0,

e'10,

é'~0,

e(I)-1,

é(1)~I

(2.2)

~~~2
The efficiency function has the required characteristics, which guarantee
an interior solution in case of profit maximization (cf. Akerlof, 1982): (1)
no positive effort is obtained at a zero wage; ( 2) the elasticity of e with
w,
respect to - is declining for an increasing wage ratio; ( 3) the additional
~~'z
w,

conditions for -- I

imply ~t~, ~ rt~Z at the optimum. An example of

~~~2

a function with the required proporties is given in Akerlof (1982):

e- -ath

w,

irZ

Y

I

- e}~e 1,
h

b-a- I

Thc function is shown in Fig. l.
With the price of output (p,) and the nominal wage rate in sector
2(u~2) given the representative tirm in sector 1 faces the following

li'u,~c d{~~rrrruiuLs ~rrd emplnrment
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Figure I.

problem under perfect competition:
Max

n- P~ii (el~~ ki) - tt~~lt

f~~. w~l

subject to equation (2.2).
The (irst-order conditions for this problem are
~t~ ~
Pt.li -e

(2.3)

~~~,
~~rli - -

(2.4)

~'

Combination of equations (2.3) and (2.4) yields the familiar uSolow
cundition~r
t'~ ~''i
,:- --- I
c~ ~rz

(2.4,i)

I~or an optimum the elasticity of the efficiency function (e) should be
equal to unity (cf. Sulow, 1979, who assumed that effort was a function
of the firm's own wage). The optimum is illustrated in Fig. I point S.
With u'2 given the nominal wage rate in sector I can be found from this

Th.
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eyuation. Substitutiun of the optirnal value of rr, in eyuation (??) giv~s
thc uptimal level of efficiency. The outcome for c can be substitutcd in
cyuation (2.3) to obtain the level of employment t,.
In the secondary sectur efficiency wages play nu rulr, thc
wage-productivity relationship is weak or non-existent. Conscyurntly, thc
demand for labour in sector 2 depends upon the wage, which is
determined in the sput marke[ for secondary jobs. Thc production
function for sector 2 is

~-. -J~(~Z; ~z).

lz

0,

f~ ~ 0

(2.5)

Maximization of proGts in the short run requires that marginal revenuc
cyuals marginal labour cost. With pz and rrz given this condition can bc
writtcn as
I~z.l z - ~~'z

(2.G)

The aggregate supply of labour (1,) is exogeneously determincd. Workers
who cannot find a job in the primary sector apply for work in the
secondary sector. The wage rate in sec[or 2 can be f..~und by cyuating
labour supply and labour demand in this sector:
~,-Ir -~z

(2.7)

For a given value of pz eyuations (2.7) and (2.6) simultaneously
determine the wage rate and employment in the secondary sector. The
mobility of labour between sectors may not be so pcrfcct as assumcd
here. After all, there may be a substantial wage differential and there is
rationing of jubs in the primary sector. Therefore, as observed among
others by Hall (1975), Akerlof and Yellen (1986) and in anothcr context
also by McDonald and Solow (1985), workers who do not get a job in
scctor I could prefer searching above accepting work in the secondary
srctur. The search process can be modelled if a nwnber of additional
assumptions is made. For instance, one could make assumptions with
regard to the recruitment of workers in scctor I. An assumption oftcn
nuide is that workers in the primary sector are exclusivcly recruited from
the pool of unemployed. However, this may nut be the unly alternative
(e.g. van de Klundcrt, 1990). In the present paper we will not furthcr
pursue tliis issue.
The model must be closed by introducing demand. All income is
tluwing to consumers. The representative household maximizes utility,

II'u,~r~ ~liljerrrutul.c unrl ernplurment
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~~hich depends on quantities consumed of both goods, subject to the
usual budget constrainL To make the analysis tractable i[ is assumed that
the utility function is of lhe Cobb-Douglas type. The share of~ income
spent on each commodity is therefore constant. Denoting quantities
conswned by the same symbol as quantities produced, that is postulating
eyuilibrium in both markets, we may write,
Pi~i -

(2.8)

where t' is total income:
!' - Pr-Cr f Pz-rz

(2.9)

Finally, the nominal level of prices is determined by a simple quantity
eyuation:

r - r~A1

(2.10)

where A~ indicates a given quantity of money.
The complete model comprises the eyuations (2.1)-(2.10), which can be
solved for the endogenous variables, viz., x,, xz, l,, tz, e, u',, irz, P,, pz
and t~. General equilibrium results for different institutional settings of
thc lahour market are discussed in the next section.

3. ~~'AGE DIFF[REN"1-IALS AND (UN)EMPLOYMENT

In many countries minimum wages are set by law. They may be
binding in the sense that equilibrium wages in the secondary sector may
f.rll below the minimum. In such a case unemployment of low-productivity workers rnay be the combined result of efficiency wages in sector
I and a constraint on wages in sec[or 2. A binding minimum wage rate
may also be the outcome of negotiations between employers and labour
unions. Payntents in excess of the minimum may then be acceptable or
not. In thc latter case labour unions want a say in the wage distribution.
Levelling of the wage dispersion is connected with what was called above
thc egali[arian society. The three possible states, full employmcnt,
binding minimum wages with or without levelling will be analysed in the
seyuel of this section.

Th. vun de kliotdcr~
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3.1. The . I',~ll-emplo}~me~r ecu~ronrt~
From equations ( 2.1), (2.2), (2.8), (2.9) and ( 2.10) we gct:

P~ -

aAf

(3.1)

ft (ef,)
(I -a)~1

Pz -

(i.2)

lz(~z)

where we have sct i~ - I for convenience. Substitution of (3.l) in (2.3)
and of (3.2) in (2.6) results in:

~~~, ~rz -

aMcií (el ~)

f~ (c'~~)
(1 - a) MfZ (l z)

lz (~z)

(3.3)
(3.4)

The exposition may be simplitied considerably without altering any of the
substantive conclusions by assuming Cobb-Douglas production functions:
f, (el,) - e, ( et,)~' and jz - eZ(lz)a'. Equations ( 3.3) and (3.4) may then
be written as:

w, -

a(3, M
t,
(I - a)~ziL1

(3.5)

(i.6)

lZ

The scmi-reduccd fonn equations (3.5) and (3.6) are shown in Fig. 2,
wtiich resembles the well-known diagram of the Ricardo-Viner mudel
(e.g. Dixit and Norman, 1980, Chapter 2). However, i[ should be born in
mind th~it in the present case (relative) prices are substituted out. Thc
curves rela[e nominal wages (normalized by fixing the amount of moncy)
to levels of employment. In a competitive labour market the equilibrium
would be at point Q with full employment as assumed in equation (2.7)
and uniform wages across sectors. In the present model wages in the
primary sector are set by (irms according to equations (2.2) and (2.4a).

II'~r,4r~ rliJJrrrrrNuls und ernplut'ntrut in u tno-secror murlel rrirh u duul lubuur nreu~krr
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w

.
min
w2

fX
kl

2
~1

!x
QZ

t

u2

Figure Z.

For an explicit solution it is necessary to specify the effort function. With
the Akerlof specitication, shown in Section 2, it is easy to derive:

u~~

ir2 e' -

[7

(I -y)b
}
[t
I-r

i
r

-A

(3.7)

(3.8)

whcre asterisks mark optimal values of the variables. The wage setting by
lirms in sector I generates a wage differential which together with the full
employmcnt condition (2.7) results in the equilibrium solution shown in
1-ig. 2.
Upgrading of labour requirements in the production process of the
primary sector may show up in an increase of the parameter u. This
curresponds to a dowmvard shift of the effort function given in Fig. I.
To put it dif~ferently, the old el~ficiency levels elicited for given levels of
the relative wage rate have become less effective. Under these circumstanccs firms in the primary sector have to pay higher relative wages to
induce the reyuircd efliciency level. As can be deduced from Fig.
2 a higher level of the compound parameter A would result in
a reallocation of workers from [he primary to the secondary sector.

Th. van de Klunder!
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Comparative static results can be easily obtained by comhining eyuations
(3.5), (3.6) and ( 3.8) into

(2 -

(I - a)~3ZA
alf
f,

~
Equation (3.9) is drawn in Fig. 3 together with the full employment
condition (2.7). The initial solution is at point S. A rise in labour supply
shifts the 45o-degree curve upward and the new equilibrium is at point S'.

Figure 3.

Employment in both sectors increases proportionally. An increase in the
parameter A rotates the ray through the origin in an upward direction.
The resulting equilibrium is at point S" with a lower value for rr, and
a higher value for !Z compared to the initial equilibrium. A change in
preferences in favour of the output of the primary sector ( i.e. an increase
in a) has just the opposite effect. The ray through the origin rutates
downwards so that ~, increases and f2 declines. It should be observed
that such a change can i~e brought about by subsidizing the primary
sertor ( e.g. Bulow and Summers, 1986). Productivity shocks, that is
changes in the parameters er and e2, have no effect on employment in the
present example with Cobb-Douglas production functions. They have an
in(luence on real wages through their effect on prices as may be deduced
from equations ( 3.1) and ( 3.2). More elaborate comparative static results
are presented in Section 4.

11'u,qr drJJc~rrnriuls und cnrpl~t~mrnr in u nro-secror rnadr! u~ith u duu! lahoiu inurki~r
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trages

lf [he minimum wage set by the authorities is higher than tv2, for
instance lt'~~~~ in Fig. 2 there will be less employment in both sectors. The
optimal valucs of the variables are now denoted by double asterisks and
tlie corresponding rate of unemploytnent is u". Nominal wage rigidity is
no serious problem. Unemployment can be inllated away by increasing
thc stock of money which is clear from equations (3.5) and (3.6). Thíngs
are different if the minimum wage rate is indexed as may be the case. In
such a case of real wage rigidity with the minimum wage rate binding in
sector 2 we may write:
(3.10)

"~z - ~P~

with the consumers' price, p~, defined as
( 3.1 1)

P~ - Pi P z- '

Substitution of (3.1), (3.2) and ( 3.8) in equation (3.11) and subseyuently
of the result in eyuation (3.10) gives:

u'z -

yAla'(I - a)r-'
C ,
~w~
lZt-arv~
c~r:z-~ 1 } ya(t

(3.12)

From the equality of (3.6) and (3.12) we get
av~
~z - 1Jrrt i- u: tsv~,

~vith
YQ

a)' c', r,; -'B,

aB~

,

t -v~fav~

( I - }~J

(3.13)

a'3

Formula (3.13) is shown in Fig. 4. As can be easily checked the exponent of the curve is smaller than unity ('). The curve runs through the

(') Su~pusc

al),
~- l~i f al~:

~ I, then z ~

and (~ - ~~:) ~(~~c -~:) or (i, ~ 1.

t - 1f:
l), - l~Z

This incyuality holds txrause a ~ I

2J6
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Fïgure 4.

origin, where its first derivative is infinite. Therefore, there must be
a point of intersection in the positive quadrant with the line determined
by equation (3.9). The solution is feasible if the point of intersection S,
does not lie above the line corresponding to labour supply (equation 2.7).
In the latter case the minimum wage rate will not be binding. The result
shown in Fig. 4 confirms our earlier observation that a binding (real)
wage constraint in sector 2 leads to a loss of employment in both sectors.
Upgrading of labour requirements in the primary sector (i.e. an
increase in parameter a) leads to an upward shift of both curves in Fig.
4 as can be checked from the equations (3.9) and (3.13). To detect the
effects on employment in both sectors one needs a li[tle more algcbra,
which will be postponed till the next section. A similar argument applies
in case of a demand shock (change in a), or an introduction of a subsidy
wliich comes to the same thing. Supply shocks can easily be h~tndled. An
increase in labour supply (f,) has no effects other than on the rate of
unemployment. Positive productivity shocks (an inerease in e, and~or r.~)
raise employment in both sectors. The curve based on equation (3.13)
shifts upwards. This is easy to understand. A rise in productivity rclaxes
the contraint given in equation (3.10) irrespective of the sector in which it
originatcs. To put it differently, in case of real wage rigidity supply-si~ic
measures aimed at increasing labour productivity may stimulate employment.
3.3. T~hr ~~galrrnrran socic~lr
In the foregoing analysis a binding minimum wage does not influence
the equilibrium wage distribution. The dispersion of wages may be

It"u};e rli~Ji-rr~riiuls u~rd rmplo~'n~en~ in u nru-secYur ~nudi~! ui~h u rh~a! luhue~r ~nurker
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smaller in the case of a wage floor if it is assumed that the effort
fwirtion depcnds negatively on the relative size of employment in the
primary sector (c.g. f3ulow and Summers, 1986). It may be argued that as
the prim~iry scctor increases in size it becomes mure dif(icult to elicit
desired efliciency levels. Here we shall follow a different route by
assuming that minimum wagcs are not only tied to prices but also to
other wages as a package deal of centralized wage negotiations between
unions and employers organizations. Therefore, in addition to equation
(3.10) we write:
u~t - u~u~2,

with

(3.14)

w c A

Throughout the analysis we assume that the minimum wage rate is
binding. The introduction of equation (3.14) implies that a second
eyuation of the model besides the full employment condition (2.7) has to
be skipped for consistency. Due to the levelling equation (3.14) (irms in
sector I are not fully free to set the wage in order to maximize protits (').
Tlie Solow condition, equation (2.4a) cannot longer be adhered to. The
relevant ef(iciency level can now be obtained by substituting equation
(3.14) in the effort functíon, which gives:
c~ - - u -~ hcf~''

(3.15)

Combining equation (3.14) with equations (3.5) and (3.6) results in

IZ -

(I

- x~1,2(U

arf

(3.16)

ft

Taking equation ( 3.15) into account the equivalcnt of equatiun (3.13)
rcads:
~p
f2 - B"f t i - P~'~P~,

wÍlh

t

B~ - [

F;t:Z-~(1 - x)l~~(- r, t hw'~)aor t-P~trs~~
3a'(1 - a)t-'

(3.17)

(') Le~elling may induce a cost-push inllation if firms in lhe primary sector are free lo
sel nominal wages and unions insist on catching up secondary-scctor nominal wages. The
analysis of such a leap-frogging intlation is beyond the scope of the present paper.

2d8
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Figure 5.

Equations ( 3.16) and ( 3.17) are drawn in Fig. 5 along with equations
(3.9) and ( 3.13) derived in Subsection 3.2. The new curves lie botli below
the corresponding old ones. The outcome with respect to differences in
employment may therefore be uncertain. However, the loss in efficiency
caused by the compression of the wage distribution may be substantial.
Finns in sector I are driven to a point lef[ of S on the effort curve in
Fig. I where the elasticity is greater than one: e~ 1. This is re(lected in
a relatively larger downward shift of the bent curve ( equation (3.17)
compared with equation ( 3.13). As a result employment in the secondary
sector will be lower, while employment in the primary sector nury go
either way. The minimum wage solution without levelling is obtained :rt
point S~ in Fig. 5. With levelling the solution is given by point SZ. Tlic
corresponding employment levels are indicated by three astcrisks. The
solution shown assumes that employmenl in the primary sector does not
change. Unemployment increases as a result of compressing the wage
distribution. The implications of wage levelling may be understood more
fully by considering a small change in the parameter cu. This will be done
in Section 4.3.
By way of st!mmarising the results found in this section Fig. 6 shows
how the different cascs may bc rclated. Binding minimum wagcs lead to
unemployment and higher ( real) wages in both sectors of the economy.
Levelling of the wage distribution combined with minimum wages
increases unemploymcnt still further, which may explain the difGculties in
a number of European countries.
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4. COMPARATIVE STATICS

Simple comparative static results are most easily obtained by rewriting
the relevant equations in rates of change (indicated by a dot over the
variable) and solving out.

4.1. The fi~ll-en~plo}~~nent econonit~
The four equations which determine sectoral wages and employment
are (2.7), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7). In linearized form these equations can be
writtens as:
,l~t f(I -3)~z-fs

(4.1)

ti~t-A1-~tfz

(4.2)

~
ti~z - Af - I z--- á

(4.3)

I
~i~t - ri~2 - -[1

(4.4)

I - i.

y

Th. ~~un de Klw~derl
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Equatiun (4. I) follows from differentiating (2.7). The parameter ;,' rclntcs
to the share of primary sector employment at the point of linearisatiun.
Thc paramcter i. in eyuation ( 4.3) equals the share of cxpcnditurc with
respert to sectur 1 in the initial equilibrium. Because a may chanbe ovcr
tàme this initial share is denoted by a different symbol. In deriving
equatiun ( 4.4) it is assumed that the parameters h and y are constant.
Sulving (4. I)-(4.4) for the levels employment yields:

I r -I,-

I -3
(I -3).
u-~
1 -1.a
Y

;1
z-15t-ci-

;~

~

I - 7.

z

(4.5)

(-1.G)

[quations (4.S) and (4.6) give rise to a number of interesting ubservations. An upward shift of the effort function (i~ c 0) raises employment
in the primary sector and lowers employment in the secondary sector.
Surh a shift may be the result of a better education and motivation of
the labour force, which makes it easier for firms in the primary sector to
attract efticient workers. A quantitative increase in the labour force
((', ~ 0) leads to a proportional rise in employment in both sectors,
which is understandable because the nominal wage ratio does not change.
However, if a mutation in the supply of labour is accompanied by
a chan~e in the qualitative composition of the labour force this result
does not hold. For ins[ance, an influw of relatively less educated workers
will make it more diftícult for firms in sector 1 to maintain tlieir sliare in
total employment. Therefore, it must be concluded that the effort
function will deteriorate (u 1 0), leading to a shift in employment frum
the primary to [he secondary sector. As a result the bulk of the increase
in labour supply must be absorbed in the secondary sectur.
A similar reasoning applies in the case of a shift in demand. A shil~t
tuwarcJs the primary sector (á ~ 0) raises employment in that sector at
the cxpensc of empluyment in sector 2, as follows from equatiuns (4.S)
and (4.G). Such a reallocation of labour may not bc possiblc withuut
affccting thc effort fimction. To attract additional workcrs with thc samc
efficiency level as the employed workers finns in the primary sector may
have tu increase the wa~,c differential. Such a changc in opportunities
may cventuall~ prcvent a reallocatiun of labour on impact of a change in
~lemanJ fur commodities. The upshot of this discussion is that the cffort
function may not be invariant to changes in thc parametcrs ur exogcnous
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variables of the model. As a speciGcation of the effort function which
takcs such complications properly into account is dif(icult comparative
static conclusions should be fonnulated with the reyuired cautiuusness.
To study the effect of different shocks on the purchasing power of
wages in diffcrent sectors we first line~,rize equation (3.1 I)
ji~ - i.j~r f (I - i.)Pz

(4.7)

The real consumers' wage for both sectors can then be expressed in the
fullowing manncr:
,i~, - jz~ - ri~~ - I~, f (1 - .~)(ht - Pz)

(4.8)

,i'z - j~~ - ,i~z - Pz - ~(,Pt - Pz)

(4.9)

Tlie real producers' wage in both sectors can be found by linearizing
cquations ( 3.1) and ( 3.2) and combining the outcomes with equations
(4.2) and (4.3).

,i~i -P, -~t -(I -Q,)l~-

(1 - Qt)(I - 3),
af
1 -.(

} Q,}' f ( I - Qt)(I - 3)a

(4.10)

~
,i~z-jiz-éz-(I -Qz)l,f

(I -Qz)3 (I -Qz)g.
au
1 - ~?
y

(4.11)

For the relative price of goods ( terms of trade) we get:
1 -Qt(1 -3)-~tz3,
jl~ -j)z-(FZ-f:,)flQz-Qt)~:faf
1-J,
} jl,(I -;))~-Qz`~-ï'Íf,li
Y

(4.12)

The interpretation of the results may be made easier by assuming
symmetry in production, i.e. Q, - ~3z - ~t and c, - r.z - r.. Expression
(-l.l?) can then he simplifíed to
I - ~f
~~' -~~ z- l- i,

a-f

(I - Y)Q .
a
Y

(4.12a)
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Under these circumstances supply shocks have no effect on the terms of
trade, while their effects on real producers' wages are obvious. A sliift in
preferences in favour of the primary sector (á 1 0) leads to an improvement in the terms of trade of that sector. The producers' wage in sector
I, declines. The ultimate effect on the consumption wage in the prirnary
sector may go either way. If 9~~, an increase in a raises the purchasing
power of workers in the primary sector. As the wage ratio does not
change workers in the secondary sector must benefit in the same
proportion, as can be easily checked. Upgrading of labour requirements
in sector I(ci J 0) induces a higher producers' wage in the primary
sector. The terms of trade move in favour of sector I. Therefore, the
consumers' wage of workers in the primary sector increases. Workers in
the secondary sector are now worse off. This result accentuates the aspect
of duality. lf conditions in the primary sector get tougher more workers
have to be employed in the secondary sector, while at the same time their
purchasing power declines.

4.2. Bi~ding nrinimum wages
If the minimum wages constraint is binding in sector 2 equation (4.1)
should be replaced by
(4.13)

ri~z - P~

Solution of the sub-model for the employment levels in both sectors
taking c~ - ci (from (3.8)) into account gives:

~,I

1

L ~i,f(I-~i)cz-~ir(1-~~)hf(I-Jt,)á
Y
J -1Jtzfl.(Ij~r)
(4.14)

- -u
}'

lz-

with

~(1 -Jji) 1
1
)r
~i~r(1 -Y) .
LJ.~rf(1 - .~)ézuaJ
1-J3zfi.(~z-J~i
I-~
Y
(4.15)

I- Jiz t i. (liz - ~i )) 0(t).

(') The ineyuality follows from

I-~1~ ~(i~ -~i2 and 1. ~ I.
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Positive productivity shocks (s„ ~Z ~ 0) increase employment in both
scctors, because the minimum wage constraint will be relaxed to a certain
extent. Purchasing power goes up (p~ declines) and real producers' wage
falls in both sectors. Supply-side measures aimed at increasing produc[ivity Iead to a lowcr unemployment level under rcal wage rigidity.
Upgrading of labour requirements in the primary sector (i~ ~ U) causes
now a fall in employment in bolh sectors. A loss in efficiency in the
printary sector induces a rise in the relative price of good I as appears
from the formula:

Pr-Pz-

(I -Y)
Y

~r(I -QZ)
I-i~zf~(Qz-Í~r)Q

(4.16)

From eyuation (4.9) and (4.13) it follows:
- n2 - ) (Pr - pZ)

(4.17)

An improvement in the terms of trade of the primary sector leads to an
increase in the real producers' wage in the secondary sector. Therefore
employment in sector 2 declines. The fall in employment in sector
I follows from the connection between nominal wages in both sectors as
given in equation (4.4) and the relation between the employment ratio
and the wage rate implied by equations (4.2) and (4.3). Ultimately, the
decline in employment in the primary sector is greater than in the
secondary sector.
Finally, it should be noted that a shift in preference in favour of the
primary sector (á ~ 0) raises employment in that sector, while employment in the other sector falls. This result is qualitatively the same as in
tlie case of full employment.

4.3. The egalitarin~i societ.v
In Section 3.3 we introduced a parameter c~ to account for the fact
that centralized wage negotiations may give rise to a compression of the
wage distribution. In this section we discuss the effects of a change in this
parameter, w, ignoring exogenous changes in productivity or demand.
Equation (4.4) should now be replaced by
ri~r - ii~2 - Cu

(4.18)
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As obseved before, (irms in scctor I are forced to operate on a scction uf
the effort function where the elasticity is greater than unity. This can bc
expressed in rates of change as:
c~ - e.(ii., - ri~z),

with

(4.19)

c 1 I

Solving eyuations (4.2), (4.3), (4.13), (4.18) and (4.19) for the employment v,rri~ibles yields

f, -

lz-

I -~tzf.?(Í~z-Íli)
i.~t,
I - ~1z f i.(iz - ~~)

(c- I)~u- cu

(4.20)

(E - 1)w

(4.21)

lf levelling of wages becomes more succesful (iu ~ 0) employment in
the secondary sector declines. The terms of trade then move against
sector 2:

Pr-Pz--

(~ - I)!~~ (I - If2)
I - Í~z } ~(~z - i~)

.

cu

(4-'-2)

Recalling equation (4.17) it can be seen that the producers' wage in the
sccondary sector rises, so that employment declines. The outcome for
f ,is ambiguous. The direct effect of a fall in w, is positive, but there is
also a ncgative indirect effect which relates to what is happening in sector
2. The indirect effect dominates for sufficiently high values of c.
Eventually both effects cancel out Ieaving employment in the primary
sector unchanged. The full burden of levelling then falls on workers in
the secondary sector.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A growing concern about poverty in the midst of plcnty in industrialized countries may be an indication of a more pronounced duality in the
econorny with important consequences for the labour market. If primary
sector jobs get lost because a more sophisticated production process
requires relatively more workers with high productivity (upgrading) the
secondary sector must absorb more labour. This will lead to a more
unequal real wage distribution between workers in both sectors.
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A growth in the labour force will have a similar effect if it upsets the
producti~ity distribution as may be the case with immigration from
~icvcloping countries.
Whereas such developments may prevail in the US, the situation in
F.urope is different. Minimum wage legislation or labour union power
may set a(loor to the wage rate in the secondary sector in a number uf
European countries. An intensification of duality will then show up in
increased unemployment of low-productivity groups. The problem is
most severe with real wage rigidity in the secondary sector. ln the lattcr
~ase monetary policy is of no help and unernployment must be fought by
supply-side measures. The situation may even be worse if real wage
rigidity and a levelling of the wage distribution go together. The
compression of wage differentials causes additional unemployment of
low-productivity workers.
Future research on the dual labour market may focus on the
foundations of the efficiency-wage relationship in different sectors of the
economy. In addition, a distinction cou(d be made between groups of
workers with different skills, which are imperfect substitutes in the
production process. As in Ihe present paper general equilibrium theory
can be applicd to integrate these different strands of analysis.
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